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Up to date there is a number of experimental papers dealing 

with the investigation of the current-voltage characteristics(eve) 

of the high-Tc oxides. The most interesting of them have a 

power-law /1/ and a logarithmic one /2/ behaviour. On the other 

hand ,in the frame of the superconductive glass (SG) model (see 

e.g./3-7/) a rather successful description of the nonequilibrium 

(nonergodic) properties of high-Tc superconductors was 

achieved.Besides, a power-like eve has been already considered by 

the SG model in /8/. 

In the present note we consider, via the SG model a 

logarithmic-law eve as well as temperature-field dependencies of a 

critical supercurrent. 

As is well known /4,5/ the Hamiltonian of the SG model in the 

pseudospin representation has a form 
I\ * 
H =-Rel: J.js.s., 

ij ]. ]. J 
where 

Jij = J(T)exp(iAij)' Si= exp(ifi)' 

Aij = rrH(xi+xj) (yi-yj)/f0 , f 0 = hc/2e. 

(1) 

(2) 

The model (1) describes the interaction between superconductive 

clusters (with phases fi via Josephson junctions ( with an 

energy J(T) on a 2-D disordered lattice in a frustrated 
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external magnetic field H = ( 0, o, H ) • Following /8/ for the 

supercurrent density operator ( on the square lattice with a side 

d) we have 
* 2 js = 2ie

1
~tijsisjrij/hd , (3) 

where rij = ri-rj is the distance between clusters.In our case ri 

( xi,yi'o ) • 

When an electric field E is applied to the system (1) , the 

coupling energy Jij(T,H) is renormalized in a way 

Jij...Jijexp(iwijt), where wij = 2eErilh • 

According to the linear response, theory the thermal averaging 

of the Fourier transform of the supercurrent density js(w) has a 

form 

., 
<js(w)> 2J iwt• 22 4e dtcos(wt)I: Jije, 1J <Si (t)Sj (0)>(rijE)rij/h d. 

0 1, J 

(4) 

In order to obtain from ( 4) the mean value of the supercurrent 

density in the SG model (1) ,one needs to perform averaging over 

random cluster coordinates (xi,Yj) by the Gaussian 

2 2 . 
P(xi'yj)=

0

exp(-xi/2o--yj/2o-)/2mr,where o- is the projected area of 

superconductive loops with a uniform phase ) /4/. Choosing, for 

simplicity,E (E, 0, 0), after the configurational averaging one 

gets for the supercurrent density 
., 

jss <j!(w)> = AJdtcos(wt)exp(-4e2E2o-t2/h
2
)D(t)E 

0 

where 

J(T,H)=J(T)/(l+H2 /H~) 1
/

2 ,A=8e2o-J(T,H)N/h
2
d, H

O
=~of2<T, 

D(t)=}: <S~(t)S.(O)>/N 
I ,_J l. J 

(5) 

so,the form of eve (5) is determined by the behaviour of the 
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correlator D(t).As is shown ·in /5/ the long-time (low-frequency) 

singularities of the coirelator D(t) define glassy properties of 

the SG model and observable experimental peculiarities. In the 

present paper we restrict ourselves to the simplest Ansatz of this 

kind. Namely, we take a logarithmic-like relaxation law /5/ 

D(t)=L-sln(t/~) , ~ = h2N/4e2RT. (6) 

Here, L(T,H) is the order parameter in the SG model (l)' (see 

/ 4, 5/) , s is I thE! relaxation rate /5/, N is the number of 

superconducting clusters, and R is the normal state resistance 

between two grains. 

logarithmic-law eve 

According' to ( 6) from (5) one gets a 

j j
0 

+ j
1
ln(E/E

0
) (7) 

where 

jl j~s/2, j
0 

= j
0

(L + s(ln2+C/2)), (8) 

(h/2e) (rr/<T) 1/
2A (T, H) , E = h/2e~o-1

/2. 
Q, -jo 

Here, C is the Euler constant. so, in view of (7) and (8) the 

temperature and· field dependencies of the nonlinear current j
1 

and 

the critical current j are governed by the order parameter L(T,H) 
C ; 

and via the Josephson energy J(T,H) (5). In the range of validity 

of the glass-like picture /8/ we have s = /3L , L - l-T/T
0

, /3-1, 

and it follows from (8) that j
0

2: 5j
1 

in good ·agreement with the 

experimental estimate /2/ j
0
:s 10j

1
• The temperature behaviour of 

the j
0 

nea'r T
0 

has an asymptotic form j
0

- (l-T/T
0

) (cf./8/). The 

magnetic field dependence of the critical' current is influenced 

mainly by the coupling energy J(T,H) (via j
0 

(5)). In the case of 

weak fields (H<H
0

) from (5) and (8) it follows that 

j (H) = j (0) (l-u2/u2). (9) 
C C 0 

In the opposite case of strong fields (H>H
0

) one gets 

j
0

(H) = j
0

(0)HofH (10) 
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Let us make some estimates for typical values of the current 

I
0
=j

0
d and the voltage V

0
= E

0
d. In view of 13.1, 

J-50K and R - 50°,, from (6) and (8) one gets : 

and d - No-1
/

2 for 

I - 4eJ/h • 10-5A , V - 2eRT /h • l0-3v. 
0 0 C 

(11) 

Following /2/, this is the range of parameters where-the obtained 

above peculiarities in a logarithmic-law eve behaviour ·were 

registered. 

In summary, logarithmic current-voltage characteristic (CVC) 

is calculated via the superconductive ·glass (SG) ··model. 

Temperature and magnetic field dependencies -of the critical 

current are discussed. The obtained results are in qualitative 

agreement with experimental data for high-Tc oxides. 
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eepreeHKOB e.A. 
0 norapH~MWieCKOH BonnT-aMI1epHoH 
xapaKTepHCTHKe B MOgeJIH BTen CTeKn~ 

El7-90-38 

B paMKax MogenH BTen cTeKna no.nyqeHa BOnnT-aMnepHaH 
xapaKTepHCTHKa (BAX) norapH~MlNeCKoro THna. 06CYJKAaIOTCH 
SaBHCHMOCTH nnOTHOCTH KPHT~eCKoro TOKa or TeMI1epaTYPhl 
H BHemHero MarHHTHoro nonH. Ilo.nyqeHHhle pesynbTaThl KaqecT
BeHHO cornacyioTCH C SKCnepHMeHTanbHblMH gaHHblMH no BTen 
KepaMHKaM. 

Pa6oTa BhlnonHeHa B Jia6opaTopHH HeHTPOHHOH ~HSHKH OIDIM. 

IlpenpHHT 061,e,IUIHeHHoro HHcnnyra .RAeplUdX HCCJiep;oBBHHH. lly6aa 1990 

Sergeenkov S.A. 
.On Logarithmic eve of High-Tc 
Superconductive Glass ·Model 
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Logarithmic-law current-voltage characteristic (eve) 
is calculated via the superconductive glass (SG) model. 
Temperature and magnetic field dependence of the criti
cal current are discussed. The obtained results are in 
qualitative agreement with experimental data for high-Tc 
superconductors. 
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